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ABSTRACT. Airy’s bi*harmonio Eqs. governs streib function in two dimensionnl 
isotropi(* olnstic contimimum. We find new Eqs. to detertnine stress functions in three 
dimensional isotropic elastic contimimum. They are found obey tri-harmonio Kqs.
V E V T O R V O T E \ T I  A L T O  S T  R E S S T E N S  O R
Equilibrium of internal force in three dimensional olafltie continumum reads
. . .  ( 1.1)
( j, •^ =  1,2 and 3; oontract^Ki over k), 
with
wliere stands for stress tensor. We may take vector potential 5^*, and 4^® 
(o them as
(jj, k and m — 1, 2 and 3; cyclic),
^  ^  k w), ... (1.2)
so that (1.1) may identically he satisfied. We also take displacement potential 
hy
e =  (dj^„ dj^g,) ... (1.3)
where
e =  {e\ e*, c*)
means displacement. Stress potential and displacement potential are related by
^*(”? ) =  )+ l^ (’?)]+;?(a("). ... (1.4)
with reference to the well known relations
/^‘ =  ©(d^+dtc^). ... (1.5)
20 =  mJ?/(»»+l) stands for modulus of shearing elasticity, with
r =  (*1, **, ifl).
m
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E and m arc iiirMliiliis of longitudinal elasticity and Poisson’s number, respectively. 
Tlu! fund ion y(.r’") depends only upon x”^, and vanishes if we take the boundary 
condition of ?y(-£oo) — 0.
(j -  1,2 and 3).
T K I - H ,\ R M 0  N 1 (! S T R E S S  F U N C T I O N
In (he plu vious section, we found displacement potential to be related by the 
relation
(2.1)
► Substituting (2.1) into fundamental Eqs. of elasticity 
d / .  =  (l/A’)[<rj-((r^-+rr«)/wl,
.secular Eq.s. of
d,‘-+A/«(, -(^V 1 -(rV+5/) \
-(d/ ( rV), d/H-A//«. -('?i-H'V) 1 f
-(^2“ f<V)- -(fV-l-'ir). d;,2-i-A/m /
- 0 (2.2)
which le ds us to
Wo finally obtain
|(l-fw)(l-w/2)//n3]AY^'=0.
for
=  0,
(j - 1 . 2  and 3) 
in 1.
(T {cr\ cr\ 0-3) (fn j2i p»^
(2.S)
(2.4)
m( ans stress. Stress f u net ions in t hroe d i tnen.sional clast,ic cont inumum are governed 
by tri-harmonic Eqs.. There are six unknown functions f  and as many Eqs. 
of (1,1) and (-.4). /' can uniquely be determined by choosing three independent 
TO utions of tri-hai monic Eqs. This is a generalization of Airy’s bi-harmonio Eqs, 
m o t  irce dimensional isotropic elastic continumum.
